1-2-1 Improvement Day with Peter Hudson
Why should I book an improvement day with Peter?
If you know your game could be so much better, yet lessons so far have left you frustrated
and confused. If you want to enjoy being taught by one of the most knowledgeable
coaches in the world today with skills across the spectrum. If you understand that the best
way to learn is intensively and that you want those changes you think possible NOW, then
this is your way forward. If like me you know that a day of uninterrupted teaching, using
Peterʼs unique golfing education combined with his accelerated learning techniques will
bring about vast improvements, this is for you.
How and what could I learn?
When you are ready to start changing and improving your golf, Peter will direct you
succinctly, efficiently and at great speed towards your envisaged goal. For those that have
a distance to travel to take a more illuminating look at Peters coaching, this is the perfect
opportunity to build the foundations for a better golfing future.
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All aspects of your golf game will be analysed in detail
After agreeing desired outcome for day begin working to agreed schedule of
improvements
High definition cameras and modern software are used to record all visual aspects
of your game for your close inspection
Receive a full mental check up through previously received questionnaire, and
mental reconditioning, if required
No stone will remain unturned to discover your true potential

How is the day structured?
● Prior to the day, completion of 14-page assessment questionnaire designed to bring
clarity to your thoughts, understanding and definition to your goals
● Breakfast meeting to discuss questionnaire findings
● All mind, course management and preparation issues addressed
● Full video swing analysis of all movements
● Centre of gravity movements measured, where necessary & possible
● Agree goals and benchmarks for success
● 90 minutes work on Swing or mind game at range
● Refreshment break
● 90 minutes working on other techniques
● Light Lunch
● 9 holes playing lesson and 90 minutes further improvement work or
● 18 holes - Clients choice
How do I qualify?
An open and enquiring mind matched with enthusiasm is the only requirement Peter needs

to generate the improvements you are seeking. Total beginners to tour players are
welcome. Your day will be extremely intensive so make sure you energised.
What significant improvements and advantages will I acquire?
You will depart feeling motivated and enthusiastic knowing your true potential is limitless.
Improvements on the day will depend on your current level of performance. The best
results have been described as miraculous. By the end of day you will have become
aware of all you need to in your desire to reach your potential. Further improvements will
carry on being made long after the day has ended.

